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When Russia invaded Ukraine in February 2022, few people, 
including President Putin, thought it would last long. 

Most commentators assumed Ukraine would not withstand the 
might of the invading Russian army and the country would fold in a 
matter of days. 

They were wrong. Eight months later and at the time of this report, 
Europe is experiencing one of its biggest conflicts since World War 
2. 

On the 25th February 2022, days after the invasion, Ukrainian 
president, Volodymyr Zelensky, posted a video to Instagram. It 
was of himself and senior government officials in the Ukrainian 
capital, Kyiv. In the video, he tells the Ukrainian public that he and 
his colleagues are all staying in Kyiv to defend their independence 
against the Russian army. 

It’s a short video at 32 seconds but its impact would set the 
precedent of the Ukrainian determination to fight and showed how 
a statesman can use social media effectively during wartime. 

Since then and throughout the war, social media has been 
Zelensky’s main way to communicate to multiple audiences. It 
supports him in international diplomacy and gives him a direct 
channel to speak to the people in Ukraine and around the world. 

Without social media, it is doubtful how effective Zelensky’s 
diplomacy efforts would have been and thankfully he has the skill 
set to use it effectively.

As a former actor, he understands the art of communication and 
rhetoric and has the charisma to use social media well. In contrast 
to Putin, who does not use social media at all, Zelensky’s skills are 
perfect for this form of communication. 

This analysis looks at President Zelensky’s use of his key social 
channels, the strategy behind them and what it means to be a 
wartime statesman in the social media age.



What We Did

Zelensky’s Main Social Channels

 Analysed the overarching 
strategy for President 

Zelensky’s two main social 
channels: Instagram and Twitter 

Compared growth and 
engagement data pre and post 

Russian invasion
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Identified the key objectives, 
audiences and messaging for 

his social media strategy

Identified the key content 
themes he uses across priority 

social media platforms

Segmented the key 
differences between his 

priority channels 
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President Zelensky uses five 
social media platforms in his 
presidential role. In order 
of subscribers, these are 
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, 
Telegram and YouTube. 

For this analysis, we focus 
on his two most important: 
Instagram and Twitter. Both 
have received large follower 
and engagement growth 
since the invasion and both 
are a strategic priority for him 
to reach different audiences. 
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Follower Growth 
Pre and Post-Invasion 
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President Zelensky’s social media saw rapid follower growth immediately before and after the 
invasion. The former actor was already popular on Instagram due to a career in both entertainment 
and then politics. His Instagram account grew from 9.37 million followers on February 21st to 16.4 
million followers by March 25th. A 5 million+ follower increase in just over a month. Likewise, his 
Twitter account grew from 432,000 followers to 5.8 million followers in the same period.

Follower growth pre and post-invasion 

Follower growth % pre and post-invasion 
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Zelensky’s Key Objectives, 
Audiences and Messaging
President Zelensky’s overarching objectives, audiences and messaging are clear from the 
content he publishes. 

Key Objectives

Key Audiences

Key Messaging

Primary
 » Sustain morale among Ukrainians 

 » Obtain military assistance and aid 

 » Seek international support 

Domestic
 » Ukrainian citizenry 

 » Ukrainian armed forces

Secondary
 » Highlight Russian aggression

 » Ensure war stays on top of the 
news agenda

 » Show Ukraine has the support 
of the free world 

International
 » World leaders and politicians 

 » Non-governmental / 
Intergovernmental orgs

 » International media

 » Pro Ukraine international citizens 

 » The Kremlin and Russian 
government officials 

 » Russian citizens 

 » Ukraine is fighting 
for its freedom and 
independence against 
an aggressive and 
imperialistic country 

 » Ukraine is not only 
fighting for itself but for 
the free world 

 » Ukraine and Ukrainians 
will not give in

 » The entire free world side 
with Ukraine 

 » Russia should be 
internationally recognised 
as a terrorist state
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Key Content Themes 
We identified 17 content themes President Zelensky uses across social media and categorised them 
into his priority social channels. Instagram is his most versatile platform with 15 of the 17 themes 
used. Twitter uses five of these 17 themes.   

Content Platform

Instagram

Twitter

Motivation

Head of state visits

Head of state calls

Celebrity visits

Celebrity calls

People of influence visits

People of influence calls

Russian destruction

Ukrainian military success

Ukrainian global success

Public holidays

Speaking directly to Ukrainians

Speaking directly to non-Ukrainians

Messages of appreciation

Educational videos

Speeches

Public diplomacy unrelated to war
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President Zelensky’s 
Instagram Strategy 

Instagram growth and engagement

Do you still think you can intimidate and break us? Do you really not understand 

anything? Do you not understand who we are? What we stand for? Read our lips: 

Without gas or without you? Without you. Without light or without you? Without 

you. Without water or without you? Without you. Without food or without you? 

Without you. Cold, hunger, darkness and thirst - for us, these are not as scary and 

deadly as your ‘friendship and brotherhood’. But history will put everything in place. 

And we will be with gas, lights, water and food.. and WITHOUT you!

President Zelensky on Instagram, 
September 2022
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Instagram overview

Instagram observations

Follower 
count

Post 
frequency

Image to 
video ratio

Average 
engagement

 » 9.37m followers pre-
invasion to 16.4m 
post-invasion

 » Main follower 
growth occurred in 
March - an increase 
by 5 million from Feb 
24th to March 31

 » Pre-invasion = 2 
posts per week 

 » Post-invasion = 
46 posts per week

 » For every 150 
posts, 100 are 
videos 

 » 2:1 ratio of 
videos to images 

 » Average likes = 
90,845

 » Average number 
of comments = 
1,476

 » Engagement 
rate = 0.55%

Instagram is  President Zelensky’s priority social media channel. It’s where he has the most followers, 
receives the most engagement, publishes the most content and spends the most time on. 

The content he publishes on Instagram caters to most of his key audiences, though Twitter still remains an 
important platform for international diplomacy. 

Of the 17 key content themes we identified from across all his social media, he uses 15 of them on Instagram. 

Pre-invasion 
With an entertainment career 
and a move into politics, 
President Zelensky had a 
large following before the 
invasion. Some of his Instagram 
posts pre-invasion received 
excellent engagement. In 2020, 
he was listed as one of the 
most followed world leaders 
on Instagram according to 
research company, Statista. 
He had already built a captive 
audience on Instagram before 
the time he needed it most. 

He posts in Ukrainian, English 
and sometimes Russian
Most of his Instagram posts 
include both Ukrainian and 
English, whereas before the 
war he used Ukrainian only. 
When he addresses Russian-
speaking nations he switches 
specifically to the Russian 
language. He speaks all three 
illustrating his versatility as a 
global communicator. 

Media format and style 
Zelensky uses a range of 
content styles for his videos. 
He often posts ‘off-the-cuff’ 
and directly from his mobile 
phone, whereas other times 
he posts higher production 
videos filmed in his office. On 
special occasions like public 
holidays, he posts longer 
mini-documentary-style 
videos. Engagement rates are 
consistent for all styles. 
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Instagram key content themes

“We are here” 

One of the most famous of his videos set the precedent for 
the Ukrainian fighting spirit. 

On 25th February, a day after the Russian invasion, many 
thought President Zelensky and his government would 
seek refuge in a neighbouring country.  The imminent 
danger if he stayed in Ukraine would make him become 
president in exile from perhaps Poland or some other country close to the border.

Instead, he posted a video of him and his most senior staff from Kyiv letting the people of Ukraine know 
that “we are here” and had no intention to leave. This was the day a national symbol of resistance was born.

Motivation

A leader’s role during wartime is to motivate citizens to 
victory. 

President Zelensky often posts content aimed at rallying 
the nation in defiance of the Russian invader. Videos and 
images he posts to Instagram aim to lift the spirits of the 
Ukrainian people and signal to the Russians that they will 
not surrender. 

He posts morale-boosting content in the form of family reunions, visits to schools and humanitarian 
centres, and sometimes just a simple but powerful message like ‘We will rebuild”. This content theme 
always receives high rates of positive engagement. 

Head of state visits and calls

President Zelensky posts every state visit and call to his 
Instagram page. The format for this content type is either 
video or imagery or a combination of the two. 

In the accompanying text, he provides an outline of what 
they discussed while reaffirming the relationship and 
cooperation between the two countries. 

Although standard diplomatic procedure, posts about state visits and calls always receive a high rate of 
engagement and showc international support against the invasion. 
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Celebrity visits and calls 

Celebrity support of Ukraine is important to help raise 
awareness of the war and keep it in the public’s mind. 

President Zelensky often posts on Instagram visits and 
calls from sports and entertainment stars who are publicly 
supporting Ukraine’s war effort. 

This type of post receives high engagement, proving that 
celebrity endorsement is still powerful in the age of social 
media.

People of influence visits and calls

As well as head of state and celebrity meetings, 
President Zelensky also receives visits from NGOs and 
intergovernmental organisations. 

Representatives from the UN, EU, Olympic Committee 
and other organisations have all visited Ukraine to show 
their support. 

It’s important to highlight the support Ukraine is receiving 
from global institutions as well as governments.

Russian destruction

One of President Zelensky’s key objectives is to show the 
world the destruction Russia is causing to Ukrainian cities, 
infrastructure and people. 

He regularly posts images and videos of damaged cities, 
bombed buildings, dead Ukrainian civilians and mass burial sites. 

The imagery is sad and shocking but it’s shown to the world to illustrate the damage Russia is doing and the 
Ukrainian struggle.  

Ukrainian global success 

It’s important to show that, despite the war, Ukraine 
can achieve success on the global stage. Whether that’s 
a world heavyweight title, the Invictus Games or the 
Eurovision Song Contest, President Zelensky shows 
the world that Ukraine can compete a high level globally 
despite the ongoing war.
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Public holidays

Remembering and celebrating public holidays during 
the war is important to show that the country still has its 
customs and traditions. 

President Zelensky posts on Instagram various public 
holidays in the Ukrainian calendar. Remembering with his 
fellow Ukrainian citizens Independence Day, Victory Day, Women’s Day, Knowledge Day, Embroidery Day 
and many others. 

Ukrainian military success 

A wartime leader knows the importance of updating their 
fellow citizens and the wider world on the success of your 
fight back. 

In this setting, Ukrainian military success is about 
reclaiming Ukrainian towns and cities and liberating its 
people. 

President Zelensky does not gloat about Russian military 
casualties but rather posts about places successfully 
reclaimed by Ukrainian forces.

Speaking directly to Ukrainians 

President Zelensky uses a direct approach to 
communicate with Ukrainian citizens. He films using his 
iPhone and casually speaking into the camera which helps 
build rapport and trust. 

This method is not as professional as a highly produced 
recording but it’s intimate and shows Ukrainians he’s in it 
with them together.

This method also allows him to get information out quickly 
when it’s needed as he is not dependent on production time. 
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Speaking directly to non-Ukrainians 

President Zelensky occasionally posts videos on Instagram 
aimed at non-Ukrainians. 

In June he published a video for citizens of Belarus and 
how they were being dragged into the war. When Putin 
announced a partial mobilisation in September he posted 
a video to Russians advising them not to join the Russian 
military. 

The same month he published a video “Addressing the 
peoples of the Caucasus, Siberia and other indigenous 
peoples of Russia” where he stated they were being used as cannon fodder for Putin’s war. All are 
delivered in the Russian language.

Educational videos 

President Zelensky regularly shares videos from United 24 
Media, a digital media company set up by The Ministry of 
Digital Transformation to showcase Ukraine to the world. 

United 24 Media covers six topics: culture, history, people, 
technology, business, and war.

Zelensky’s social channels often include videos by United 
24 Media aimed to educate people on the history of 
Ukraine and how it has been a country for centuries, 
rather than an extension of the Russian state. Countering a 
common Russian propaganda talking point. 

Speeches

When President Zelensky makes a speech to foreign 
parliaments and institutions he posts the video to 
Instagram. 

In the past he has posted speeches he’s delivered for 
the UN Security Council, World Economic Forum and 
Ukrainian Parliament, among others.

Instagram allows videos up to 60 minutes so he can post 
long-form speeches and is not restricted to short-form film 
often associated with social media. 
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President Zelensky’s 
Twitter Strategy 

Twitter growth and engagement 

Today @DeptofDefense announced a new $1.1 billion security support package. 

We’ll get 18 more HIMARS and other critical equipment that’ll bring victory closer. 

A very timely decision showing that Russian blackmail does not work. Gratitude to 

@POTUS & all our friends!

President Zelensky on Twitter, 
September 2022
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Twitter overview 

Follower 
count

Post 
frequency

Average 
engagement

 » 432,352 followers pre 
invasion to 5.8m post 
invasion

 » Main follower growth 
occurred in February - an 
increase of 3.6 million from 
Feb 24th to Feb 28th. 

 » Pre invasion = 12 tweets 
per week 

 » Post invasion = 31 tweets 
per week

 » Average likes = 21,000

 » Average number of 
comments = 3,000

 » Engagement rate =  
0.34%

President Zelensky uses Twitter to engage the international audience with content catered to world 
leaders, the international media, foreign diplomats and other people of influence. 

It is a vital platform for international diplomacy and allows him to brief the world on state visits and calls. 

Eight out of ten of his tweets contain an @mention which shows he regularly tags other world leaders 
and people of influence in his tweets. 

He does not retweet or amplify official Ukrainian accounts and does not engage in conversation 
preferring to tweet based on his key content themes. 

Of the 17 key content themes we identified from across all his social media, he uses only 5 of them on 
Instagram.
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Twitter observations

@mentions
Twitter is a platform to 
promote his discussions 
with other world leaders and 
important people of influence. 
Eight out of ten (80%) of his 
posts include an @mention.

International focus
Unlike Instagram, President 
Zelensky uses Twitter 
specifically for international 
diplomacy. He doesn’t include 
content catered to citizens 
like celebrity visits and 
inspirational posts. Instead, he 
focuses on issues relevant to 
an international audience.

Imagery and video
Unlike Instagram, he rarely 
uses imagery and video on 
Twitter. On the occasions 
he does, it is of Russian 
destruction of cities and 
atrocities. He posted 
multimedia regularly until May 
19th but stopped for reasons 
unknown.

Tweets in Ukrainian and 
English
Like Instagram, he uses both 
Ukrainian and English for his 
tweets to engage domestic and 
international audiences. He 
creates the same tweet in both 
Ukrainian and English with the 
former generating the most 
Twitter engagement. 

Exclusive to Twitter content
While Instagram is his most 
used platform, on occasion 
he publishes content 
exclusive to Twitter. This is 
usually diplomacy content 
unrelated to the war. For 
example, condolences for the 
Queen’s death, September 
11th remembrance tribute 
and acknowledging Estonian 
independence. He also 
exclusively posts Twitter 
messages of thanks to 
supporting countries that 
provide aid and equipment to 
Ukraine. 

Twitter key content themes 

Head of state calls  

President Zelensky posts updates of calls with 
heads of state including an overview of the 
discussion they had. Unlike Instagram, he never 
uses an image to go with the text and always uses 
the @mention of the head of state he’s speaking to.  

People of influence calls   

President Zelensky posts updates of calls with 
intergovernmental representatives from the likes 
of the UN, EU and NATO. 

Unlike Instagram, he does not use an 
accompanying image or video to go with the text 
and always uses the @mention of the official he 
has been speaking with.
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Russian destruction   

One of the few times President Zelensky uses 
imagery on Twitter is to highlight the death and 
destruction caused by the Russian armed forces. 

A picture is worth a thousand words and he takes 
advantage of Twitter’s carousel feature which 
allows four images per tweet to show damaged 
cities, bombed buildings and civilian deaths. 

Messages of appreciation   

President Zelensky uses Twitter to show 
appreciation to individuals and organisations who 
have supported Ukraine, either with aid, weapons 
or its position against Russia. 

This content theme is published exclusively on 
Twitter and he does not republish it on other social 
media including Instagram.

Public diplomacy unrelated to the war  

President Zelensky uses Twitter to publish 
diplomatic tweets unrelated to the war. 

These are for one-off special events such as 
the passing of Her Majesty The Queen or 
remembering the tragedy of 9/11. 

This content type is used only on Twitter and is 
not posted on any of his other social channels, 
including Instagram.

People of influence calls   

President Zelensky posts updates of calls with 
intergovernmental representatives from the likes 
of the UN, EU and NATO. 

Unlike Instagram, he does not use an 
accompanying image or video to go with the text 
and always uses the @mention of the official he 
has been speaking with.
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Social Analytics 

Working with the Media

Both Instagram and Twitter provide a range of analytical tools to measure the content published on 
both platforms. 

President Zelensky’s content objectives take precedence over the engagement data they produce but, 
nevertheless, we can assume his team will be monitoring and taking note of various data points from 
his social media to see which content drives the most engagement. 

Priority data points may include: 

 » Follower growth 

 » Follower demographics

 » Follower locations 

Given the importance of his social media channels, he may be in contact with the teams at Instagram 
and Twitter to ensure his accounts can’t be infiltrated by Russian hackers. They may also be providing 
him with additional data for his channels but this is unconfirmed.  

Despite his use of social media, the ‘traditional’ media is still an important communication channel 
for President Zelensky. He regularly gives interviews to Western media including the BBC, Time, 
Washington Post, L’Express, TalkTV, 60 Minutes and others. 

Interviews of this kind allow him to reach 
audiences that either don’t use social 
media or don’t follow his social channels. 
The coverage in renowned publications 
provides him a level of prestige and third 
party endorsement. He occasionally 
republishes interviews but only a fraction 
of them make it to his social channels. 

His social media are a source of information for journalists writing stories about the war. Articles 
regularly include quotes, images and video he has published to his social channels. 

 » Most active follower times

 » Engagement rates 

 » Video views 
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President Zelensky is a wartime leader for the 
social media age. A charismatic communicator, 
his use of social media has made him a symbol of 
resistance in the free world. 

He has inspired his fellow compatriots and 
captured the imagination of the Western 
world through content, rhetoric and defiance. 
There are few world leaders today who could 
use the medium as well as he has. He has set a 
precedent, albeit under dire circumstances, and 
his social strategy will serve as a template for 
leaders around the world. 

For the first time in history, wartime 
statesmanship requires a social-first approach. 
The huge reach of social media allows leaders to 
go direct and unfiltered to a global audience in 
ways that were unimaginable in wartime only a 
few years ago.

The importance of social media for the 
Ukrainians during the war cannot be 
understated. As observers, we have seen first-
hand the power it has to shape perceptions and 
garner global support for the Ukrainian cause. 

The Ukrainian information operations 
throughout the invasion has been exemplary. 
The Russians, who were previously considered 
experts in information warfare, have been 
drowned out by the Ukrainian content machine 
and Zelensky’s social-first approach. 

A war is won on the battlefield but maintaining 
civilian morale and garnering broad support 
are key leadership qualities during any conflict. 
As a wartime leader for the social media age, 
Zelensky has performed brilliantly. 
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